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CHAPTER 5

Priorities and Strategies for Improving
U.S. Government Foresight

Introduction

Numerous proposals for improving Government
foresight have been put forward, both in the past
and in response to the Global 2000 Report. 1 Some
have been modest and limited, others sweeping;
some would require major legislation from Con-
gress, while others could be encouraged through
oversight or carried out through executive order
or agency initiative. The following discussion pre-
sents the most frequent and representative pro-
posals, which generally reflect four fundamental
priorities:

ISee  especially  Denms  L. Litt le,  et  al . , Long-Range Plunrung  (Washington,
D. C.: U.S. Library  of Congress Congressional Research Service, 1976), pre-
pared for the Subcommittee on the Enwronment  and the Atmosphere of the

House Committee on Science  and Technology, pp. 384-390; John M. Richard-
son, jr., “Tow.arcls  Effectlte  Forestght  In the United States Grnernment”  (pre-

pared for the L’.S.  Department of State, June 1979), pp. 5-6 and app. C; Arthur
D. Ltttlc,  Inc.,  LongRange  Fo~eca~[Lng  Nfode[s  Oj Population,  Narmd Resources, and
rhe Ent tmnment  Their  Use in F o r e i g n  Po[[o  Aswssments  at  [kc ,N’utional  Let el
(prepared for the US. Department of State,  Not. 1979),  PP. 11.2-3;  and G~ohu~

f%we  T u n e  co Act

ACTION
Identified

●

●

●

●

correct the existing deficiencies in Govern-
ment models, as identified by Global 2000 and
other assessments;
coordinate the Government’s current predic-
tive capability and activities;
support technical improvements in the cur-
rent capability and advance the state of the
art; and
link the Government’s foresight capability
with its policymaking and management activi-
ties.

These priorities and the various strategies for
carrying them out do not represent “options” in
the normal sense of the term. They are comple-
mentary and mutually reinforcing parts of a larger,
integrated effort to make the Government’s fore-
sight capabilities more reliable, more coordinated,
and more useful to both analysts and policy-
makers.

1. —Correct the Existing Deficiencies
by Global 2000 and Other Assessments

Global 2000’s authors, reviewers, and critics
have identified numerous deficiencies in each of its
component submodels, many of which are noted
in chapter 2 and the appendixes to this report.
The followup report by the interagency Task
Group on Data and Modeling Capability identi-
fied the correction of these existing deficiencies as
the first priority in improving the Government’s
ability to analyze and address global problems. z

This action could be taken as a matter of course by
individual agencies, many of which are already
planning or carrying out evaluations and modifi-

1 (’ Repc~rt ~)f the Glohal  2CKY2  Task Grou p on Data and Nfodellng  Capahlllty,  ”

prepared for the Pres&nt’s  Task  Force on Global Resources and En~wonment,
N o v .  7, 1980.

cations of their present capabilities. However, such
actions might be given higher priority, higher level
attention, and greater coherence by the agencies if
they were encouraged by a presidential directive
and/or congressional oversight.

The Department of Energy’s (DOE) Energy In-
formation Agency has institutionalized this evalu-
ative function in its Office of Energy and Informa-
tion Validation, which might provide a model for
other agencies. Another possible strategy for car-
rying out this priority would be the creation of
high-level advisory committees within each of the
relevant agencies. The functions of these agency
advisory committees might include the following:
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●

●

●

prepare an inventory of existing models and ●

data bases, including the purposes for which
they were originally developed and the uses to
which they are currently put, with particular ●

attention to their scope, complexity, and as-
sumptions;
identify existing deficiencies and evaluate any

plans to modify existing models or obtain new
models, preferably through independent as-
sessment by outsiders; ●

evaluate current and potential applications of
models and projections by agency analysts,
planners, and policy makers, with particular
attention to the specific information needs of
potential users;

encourage expanded use of models and projec-
tions through educational and training pro-
grams for agency personnel;
improve communication between those who
use models and those who develop or main-
tain them, with particular attention to in-
creasing the relevance and responsiveness of
model outputs to the needs of potential users;
and
identify likely future problems and issues
within the agency’s area of responsibility and
interest, with the goal of developing problem-
oriented and policy-relevant models and data
bases.

ACTION 2.—Coordinate the Government’s Current
Modeling Capabilities and Activities

While the creation of agency advisory commit-
tees might be a useful and necessary foundation
for improving the Government’s foresight capabil-
ity, it fails to address the equally important prob-
lem of linking and coordinating these agency capa-
bilities, which currently focus on relatively nar-
row, mission-oriented sectoral concerns. Problem-
oriented models would most appropriately be
developed by the agencies that would use them,
but overall analysis and policymaking would re-
quire consistent, integrated forecasts that incor-
porate data and projections from several agencies.
Global 2000 shows that it is in this area that cur-
rent Government efforts have been most unsuc-
cessful: the delays in completing the study itself
were caused in part by problems involving com-
puter compatibility and tape transfer.

The simplest strategy for carrying out this action
would be a process of interagency negotiation and
arbitration to bring about greater consistency and
compatibility between the separate agencies’ data
bases, assumptions, and projections. Ultimately,
however, the effectiveness of such a process might
require the creation of an interagency task force to
provide a focal point and to resolve conflicts. The
coordinatin g functions of such a task force might
include the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

prepare an inventory of models and data bases
currentl y maintained by individual agencies
(including their respective strengths and
weaknesses), and identify any areas of compat-
ibility, overlap, or redundancy;
identify gaps, sources of inconsistency, and
points of conflict among existing agency capa-
bilities and suggest possible solutions;
promote greater understanding,. communica-
tion, and technical cooperation among agen-
cies (simply getting the Government’s mod-
elers together was one of the Global 2000
study’s major accomplishments);
review and coordinate agency plans to modify
or obtain new models or data bases, in order
to prevent redundancy, ensure greater com-
patibility, and identify software or hardware
needs;
develop consistent procedures and protocols
for data collection, standards of reliability,
and validation, as well as for model documen-
tation and validation;
establish a central clearinghouse to provide
information on the location of models and
data bases and to permit easier access. ex-
change, and integration of data, assumptions,
and projections;
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. identify key future problems and issues, desig- grated Model (WIM) maintained by the Joint
nate lead agencies to gather information and Chiefs of Staff and other agencies, the Grain-
monitor trends in each area, and ensure the Oilseed-Livestock model maintained by the
publication of timely projections; and Department of Agriculture, and the IEES/

● link existing models, such as the World Inte- LEAP models maintained by DOE.

ACTION 3.—Support Technical Improvements in the
Current Capability and Advance the State of the Art

Technical coordination among agencies and
between the executive and legislative branches
would eventually require some form of third-party
mediation. Creation of an institutional mecha-
nism for this purpose would also present an oppor-
tunity for carrying out research and development
aimed at technical improvements in existing agen-
cy capabilities, the Government’s capability as a
whole, and the state of the art in global modeling
generally. To carry out these functions, however,
this institutional mechanism would have to be in-
sulated from the day-to-day concerns of the line
agencies and, thus, able to take a long-term view
and incorporate broader and more diverse per-
spectives. Because its mission would be only indi-
rectly linked to policy-related concerns, however,
it would seem that such an organization should be
created only in conjunction with other initiatives
that are directly relevant to policy development
and coordination (see action 4). Technical im-
provements are nevertheless a necessary prelude to
policy applications,

Several strategies have been suggested for carry-
ing out this priority. In the short term, an ad hoc
commission or research advisory panel might be
appointed to identify key technical problems and
establish research priorities. To be effective, how-
ever, such an effort would have to be both open
and ongoing. A frequently encountered proposal
for the long term is the creation of a “hybrid” or
“quasi-public” institute devoted to long-range
analysis, global modeling, and futures research.

The primary goal of such an institute would be to
encourage private-sector understanding of, sup-
port for, and participation in Government fore-
sight activities. Specific functions might include
the

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

following:

solicit the thoughts and enlist the creative tal-
ents of the private sector, particularly the
business and educational communities, to
“cross-fertilize” Government ideas and initia-
tives;
support research by nongovernmental organi-
zations to create and/or improve global mod-
els and other analytic tools, especially those
based on paradigms other than economics;
encourage impartial, third-party validation
and assessment of existing or proposed Gov-
ernment models;
establish a “global modeling forum, ” pat-
terned on the Energy Modeling Forum, at
which modelers could exchange ideas and cri-
tique one another’s work;
assess work done outside the Government or
outside the United States and, where appro-
priate, suggest its incorporation into the Gov-
ernment’s capability;
support data-gathering efforts and the devel-
opment of needed data-gathering technologies
and systems; and
establish and maintain communication with
similar organizations in other countries
through such organizations as the Interna-
tional Institute of Applied Systems Analysis.
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ACTION 4.—Link the Government’s Foresight
Capability With Its Policymaking and

Management Activities

The above-described institute, although it could
help to broaden the dialog on global problems and
advance the state of the art in global modeling,
could not by itself ensure that these concerns
would be translated into coordinated Federal pol-
icy. If the U.S. Government is at present giving in-
sufficient attention to long-range global problems,
it could be in part because no single agency has the
mandate or the ability to look at these problems
on an integrated, ongoing basis. A final priority,
therefore, might be to create an institutional focus
that could coordinate the various elements of the
Government’s foresight capability and ensure that
long-range global concerns and national priorities
are routinely taken into consideration in the for-
mulation, selection, and implementation of U.S.
policy at all levels.

In Congress, this would require continuing ef-
forts to ensure that legislative proposals are evalu-
ated in terms of their long-term global impacts and
implications. One rationale for such evaluation
might be provided by House Rule X, which directs
in part that each standing committee (other than
Budget and Appropriations):

, . . shall review and study any conditions or cir-
cumstances which may indicate the necessity or de-
sirability of enacting new legislation within the ju-
risdiction of that committee . . . and shall on a
continuing basis undertake futures research and
forecasting on matters within the jurisdiction of
that committee (2(b)(l)).

The long-range analytic capabilities of the legisla-
tive support agencies might also be coordinated
and brought to bear on such issues. In addition,
Congress might also encourage appropriate initia-
tives in the executive branch through oversight
hearings, personal appeals, or directed research.
For example, several committees have already held
or plan to hold hearings on long-range demo-
graphic issues, Global 2000, and Government
foresight. In addition, Sen. Charles McC. Mathias
has written a letter to the President, cosigned by
84 other Members, strongly urging that he give the

Global Future: Time to Act report his thoughtful
consideration and that he “put into motion the
machinery that will translate these recommenda-
tions into action. ”3 Another example is the re-
quest by the Technology Assessment Board for
this OTA study.

Proposals for creating an institutional focus for
long-range global policymaking in the executive
branch usually suggest that–to ensure support
from and access to high-level decisionmakers—it
should be located in the Executive Office of the
President (EOP). The current administration has
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apparently taken a step in this direction by creat-
ing a new “national indicator system” directed by
a special assistant to the President. He describes
the project as “a system for providing social and
demographic information to the policy people in a
systematic and regular way, in advance of policy
debates, “ in order to give high-level policy makers
“a view of [the] changing world” and a sense of
how “everything has its cross-impacts on every-
thing else in society. “4 The system, which will lead
to twice-monthly briefings for the President, Vice-
President, Cabinet, and senior EOP staff, will fo-
cus primarily on national trends but will also ex-
amine international trends if there is an obvious
connection or a special request from the “long-
range policy group” that previews the briefings.

Other proposals for structuring and housing an
EOP foresight capability have included the follow-
ing

●

●

●

options:

Create a new office in EOP devoted exclu-
sively to long-range global issues.—Such an
entity would give the issues greatest emphasis,
ensure access to the President, avoid compet-
ing responsibilities, and facilitate coordina-
tion of agency capabilities and activities.
Assign responsibility for these issues to an
existing EOP office.—This would avoid the
need to create a new EOP unit. Several exist-
ing offices (e.g., the Office of Management and
Budget, National Security Council, or Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality (CEQ)) have
analogous or complementary missions and ex-
pertise, and CEQ has already begun planning
a followup to the Global 2000 study. Addi-
tional staff and resources would have to be
made available, and there is a possibility that
long-range global issues might not receive full
attention because of the unit’s existing func-
tions and responsibilities.
Create an interagency coordinating com-
mittee on long-range global issues.—Such a
committee might be chaired by the Vice Presi-
dent (in conjunction with his current duties as
chairman of the Crisis Management Team) or
by the head of an existing EOP unit, but even

4Rlchard Flea], Spec]al  Asslwant to the Pres]clent  and director of planmng  and
evaluatmn;  quoted  by Phlllp  J. Hilts, “U’hlte  House Uses  %clal  Sciences But
Cuts Fundtng  for Research,” LY’ushlngton  Po~t,  June 29, 1981, p. A8.

●

with a staff of its own it would probably be less
efficient and less effective than a dedicated of-
fice.
Assign responsibility for policy develop”
ment on long-range global issues to a Spe-
cial Assistant to the President.—Such an in-
dividual, with the help of a small staff, could
have access to the President and could ensure
a somewhat better degree of interagency coor-
dination, but this office would have to de-
pend, in turn, on modeling and analytic ex-
pertise from other sources.

The functions and objectives that have been
suggested for this new EOP office include the ini-
tiation, supervision, and coordination of all of the
functions outlined for the preceding priorities, plus
the

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

following:

ensure that the President and other top-level
decisionmakers are presented with the best
possible analyses and broadest possible range
of policy options on long-range global issues;
use global models (in combination with other
analytic techniques) to determine the effect of
various agency goals and budget items on
long-range global trends and strategic inter-
ests;
encourage an open and vigorous national dia-
logue on long-range global problems and is-
sues, with the goal of developing a clear defini-
tion of U.S. national goals and strategic inter-
ests in these areas;
prepare a “policy statement on the future,” to
be presented by the President, as a means of
focusing attention and forcing action on long-
range global issues;
issue periodic reports, similar to an executive
agency’s annual report to Congress, on major
global issues and, at longer intervals, conduct
comprehensive, integrated studies of long-
range global trends and problems;
issue periodic reports on the state of the art in
global modeling and the state of the Govern-
ment’s foresight capability; and
in conjunction with the Department of State,
encourage similar assessments of long-range is-
sues by foreign governments and cooperate in
the data-gathering and analytic activities of
the various international organizations.


